Beginners Lessons Retention Test
You may have been trading for 2-3 years and do not consider yourself a beginner, but you are still a
Beginning TARGET TRADER and you are a beginner when it comes to understanding these amazing
charts. These charts were designed from the bottom up to find high probability trade setups in the
Wide Open Spaces.
Lesson 2
Time stamp on
video to
review if you don’t
know the answer

The Questions

0.42

I can only enter trades if I have an overlapping market T F

1.15

The NY market actually starts moving after the NY cut @ 10:00 AM due to
____________contracts.

2:45

A T30 is a 30 pip interim target based on the _________ Point.
The T30 is a mathematical number that is part of the ___________ sequence.
The T30 is a possible place to move your _________.

8:30

The trend is found only on:
Circle one:
The 60 minute chart
Wherever you think it is
The 240 minute of higher chart

9:18

It takes _____ points to develop a trend and ____ points to confirm it.
The 60 minute chart shows the Real Estate of the Day inside the 240 minute chart T F

`13:15

A trend must be anchored on a ______________ and ___________ on the 240 chart.
The trend must prove that the market knows the _____________.

`17:15

The angle of a trend can be:
Circle one:
Really steep
Wherever you think it is
No greater than 45 degrees
On a watch the uptrend should travel from ____ to _____ o’clock
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On a watch the down trend should travel from ____ to _____ o’clock

How did you do? If you got them all correct you can move on to the next lesson. If you missed some –
go back to the time stamp and review the answer to the question before moving on.

The Trend looks easy but is actually one of the hardest things to get right.
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